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Abstract 
International obligations to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 
and requirements to strengthen security of fuel supply, indicate 
a need to diversify towards the use of cleaner and more 
sustainable fuels. Hydrogen has been recommended as an 
encouraging gaseous fuel for future road transportation since 
with reasonable modifications it can be burned in conventional 
internal combustion engines without producing carbon-based 
tailpipe emissions. Direct injection of hydrogen into the 
combustion chamber can be more preferable than port fuel 
injection since it offers advantages of higher volumetric 
efficiency and can eliminate abnormal combustion phenomena 
such as backfiring. The current work applied a fully implicit 
computational methodology along with the Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach to study the mixture formation 
and combustion in a direct-injection spark-ignition engine with 
hydrogen fuelling. Hydrogen was issued into the combustion 
chamber by a six-hole side-mounted injector. The effects of 
two injection strategies, namely single and double-pulse 
injections per cycle, were examined whilst maintaining an 
equivalence ratio of 0.5 at part-load conditions of 0.5 bar intake 
pressure at 1,000 RPM. The combustion process was also 
computed using a ‘partially-premixed homogeneous reactor’ 
approach in conjunction with a detailed chemical kinetics 
combustion solver. The results were discussed in relation to 
previously published work on in-cylinder experiments of 
hydrogen engines. 
Introduction 
Hydrogen-Fuelled IC Engines 
International commitment to reduced carbon-based emissions 
as well as requirements to strengthen security of fuel supply 
indicates a need to diversify towards use of sustainable 
reduced-carbon fuels. A number of liquids and gases have 
been suggested as alternative future fuels for internal 
combustion (IC) engines; among them, gaseous hydrogen (H2) 
has the potential to provide a promising long-standing solution 
[1–3]. Hydrogen combustion leads to total absence of 
Particulate Matter (PM), Unburned Hydro-Carbons (UHC), CO 
and CO2 tailpipe emissions. Another significant benefit of 
hydrogen is that it can potentially be produced on an industrial 
scale using sustainable methods such as electrolysis, water 
splitting, nuclear thermochemical cycles, radiolytic splitting, 
photo-chemical and photo-bio-chemical processes, biological 
methods from agricultural residuals and anthropogenic wastes, 
plasma reforming, and dark fermentation [4–7].  
Hydrogen has several exceptional properties which makes it 
an excellent fuel for satisfactory performance in IC engines and 
without the cost penalty related to hydrogen fuel cell 
technology. It has a wide range of flammability that can lead to 
very low NOx emissions simply by operating under lean 
conditions of Φ≤0.5 [8]. Furthermore, the autoignition 
temperature of hydrogen is relatively high. This allows larger 
compression ratios to be used for efficiency enhancement. The 
Lewis number (Le) of hydrogen is lower than that of most 
conventional fuels due to its high diffusion coefficient and 
thermal conductivity which contribute substantially to some 
combustion characteristics that are particular to hydrogen [9–
10]. The laminar flame speed of hydrogen is almost one order 
of magnitude higher than that of conventional hydrocarbon 
fuels. This results in fast energy release rates around top dead 
center (TDC) and consequently higher power output and 
efficiency. However, for very lean mixtures, the laminar flame 
speed of hydrogen decreases significantly. The fast burning 
characteristics of hydrogen result in low sensitivity of the 
engine performance to changes in the shape of the combustion 
chamber, level of turbulence, as well as intake air motion [11]. 
Further information on hydrogen’s unique properties can be 
obtained from references [11–12].  
Besides the aforementioned beneficial characteristics of 
hydrogen, there are various challenges associated with 
hydrogen IC engines. Hydrogen has a low heating value on 
volume basis which results in reduced power output 
particularly under lean operating conditions and, especially, in 
naturally aspirated engines. Hydrogen IC engines can also 
face serious problems associated with abnormal combustion 
modes such as pre-ignition and backfiring into the intake 
manifold. Hydrogen’s low minimum ignition energy (less than 
one tenth that of gasoline) and also its small quenching 
distance contribute to such abnormalities [12–14]. Pre-ignition 
and backfiring typically occur together; in fact, backfire occurs 
when the air-fuel mixture is ignited during the intake stroke by 
heat sources before getting ignited by the spark (e.g. by the 
hot spark electrodes and/or lubricant deposits), resulting in 
combustion in the intake manifold. Another challenging issue 
related to hydrogen IC engines is knocking combustion [15–
16]. Employing a suitable injection strategy and spark timing 
can eliminate most of the issues related to hydrogen’s 
abnormal combustion modes and at the same time increase 
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engine efficiency. The following section aims to describe the 
influence of the injection strategy on performance 
characteristics of hydrogen-fuelled IC engines. 
Hydrogen Injection Strategies 
Port fuel injection (PFI) [17–22] and in-cylinder Direct Injection 
(DI) [22–29] of hydrogen are both options for hydrogen-fuelled 
IC engines. High pressure DI after intake valves closure is 
believed to be the most preferable approach as it can eliminate 
pre-ignition and backfire, as well as overcome the volumetric 
efficiency losses associated with hydrogen’s low density and 
air displacement when introduced by PFI. Hence DI can lead to 
the same, or even a higher, volume specific power than that of 
conventional gasoline engines. 
DI also provides great flexibility in selecting injection strategies 
of different timing and duration, different injection pressure, 
injector location and injector nozzle configuration. An optimum 
DI strategy can have a significant effect on mixture formation 
and improve both combustion quality and pollutant formation. 
Wallner et al [23] experimentally investigated the effects of 
different injector nozzle configurations (6-hole symmetric and 
5-hole asymmetric injectors) and locations (central and side-
mounted injectors with hole pointed towards either the piston 
crown or the spark plug). According to their work, the injector’s 
location and nozzle design had a significant effect on the 
indicated thermal efficiency, particularly at low-load conditions 
with ~4% higher efficiency for the side mounted injectors than 
for the centrally located ones. Additionally, it was found that at 
high-load conditions, using side-mounted configurations 
resulted in reduction of NOx emissions. Wallner et al [23] also 
examined different injection timings. It was observed that the 
10–90% mass fraction burned duration decreased as the start 
of injection (SOI) timing was retarded. Moreover it was 
observed that the burn duration for a fixed SOI could decrease 
by ~50% if the hydrogen jets were directed towards the spark 
plug rather than the piston. Endoscopic work showed that this 
was mainly due to the formation of a rich mixture zone near the 
spark plug for the former configuration in comparison to a more 
homogeneous mixture obtained with the latter. Such studies 
can also explain how selecting an appropriate injection timing 
and location can control combustion and even the onset of 
knocking in hydrogen engines. 
Kaiser and White [24] studied the effect of different injection 
timings on mixture formation in an optical hydrogen IC 
research engine. They used a side-mounted injector with 6 
symmetric nozzles (with jets directed towards both the spark 
plug and the piston) and injection duration of 50 °CA at 1200 
RPM. Three different SOI timings were employed; 112° CA, 
90° CA, and 77.5° CA before top dead center (BTDC). It was 
found that for early injection timing (112° CA BTDC), 
hydrogen’s jets changed the in-cylinder flow and the velocity 
magnitude increased considerably compared to a non-fuelled 
flow field. Intermediate and late injection timings (90° CA, and 
77.5° CA BTDC) produced fairly similar flow fields that were 
found to be greatly affected by the hydrogen jet-wall 
interactions. Based on their study it was noticed that for the 
early injection timing, the air-hydrogen charge was essentially 
premixed, whereas for the intermediate and late injection 
timings the rich and lean regions were separated by a mixing 
region with sharp gradients. The studies of Wallner et al [23] 
and Kaiser and White [24] showed that SOI and its retarding 
should be adjusted carefully based on various important 
parameters, including engine geometry and injector design, in 
order to avoid formation of highly inhomogeneous mixtures at 
ignition timing. 
Salazar and Kaiser [25] conducted a series of optical 
experiments on the influence of SOI in hydrogen-fuelled 
engines using different nozzle configurations. They injected 
hydrogen at SOI of 140° CA, 80° CA, 40° CA BTDC with a 
centrally mounted single-hole injector (with a hole at an angle 
of 50° with respect to the injector axis), a 6-hole injector, and a 
13-hole injector; side-mounted 6-hole and 5-hole injectors were 
also employed. Depending on the injector design, they used an 
injection pressure of 80–116 bar with a duration of 18.5–22° 
CA. With single-hole injectors the H2 jet was not affected by the 
in-cylinder tumble motion. Therefore, it was concluded that the 
fuel distribution was dominated by the jet’s momentum as 
redirected after wall impingement. For the 5-hole and 6-hole 
injectors, fast jet penetration and significant wall-jet interaction 
was observed for early injection. For the later SOI timings, 
slower jet penetration was noticed and the mixing process was 
not dominated by jet-wall interactions. Finally it was concluded 
that at late SOI timings all injector configurations were 
unfavorable, since the rich mixture remained within the squish 
zone (very close to the walls) due to insufficient time for the jet 
to emerge back towards the center of the combustion 
chamber. This was found to be a consequence of the jet 
interaction with the piston crown, thus optimizing the piston 
design could enhance the mixing characteristics in hydrogen-
fuelled engines. 
Scarcelli et al [26] conducted experiments and computational 
simulations by Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) in 
order to study the effect of different SOI timings (140–20° CA 
BTDC) and different orientations of a single-hole injector (with 
respect to the spark plug location) on the mixing and 
combustion characteristics of hydrogen-fuelled IC engines. It 
was noticed that a nozzle orientation towards the exhaust 
quenching zone with an early SOI timing would deliver the 
highest engine efficiency. This was found to be a consequence 
of the engine tumble motion that could redirect the rich mixture 
from the quenching zone towards the center of the cylinder and 
the spark plug. Additionally it was found that at very late SOI 
timings (SOI ≤ 40° CA BTDC) only an injector orientation 
towards the spark plug could provide high engine efficiency 
and combustion stability. Scarcelli et al [27] extended their 
studies on the effect of different nozzle designs (single-hole 
and 13-hole), injector orientations and injection pressures on 
mixture quality in a hydrogen engine at 1500 RPM under 1 bar 
intake pressure. It was found that with a centrally mounted 
single-hole injector (and with the nozzle pointing towards the 
exhaust side), combination of a relatively low injection pressure 
(P0=25 bar) and a long injection duration (74.5° CA) could 
result in a more desirable mixture at ignition timing when 
compared to a short injection (17.5° CA) with high injection 
pressure (P0=100 bar). In particular, for the former strategy a 
more homogeneous mixture was noticed in the vicinity of the 
spark plug compared to the latter strategy.  
Messner et al [28] used RANS modelling to study the mixture 
formation with a side mounted multi-hole injector and a  SOI of 
40° CA and 60° CA BTDC at 2000 RPM. They also used 
experiments at 1000 RPM to compare with simulations at the 
same conditions using a SOI of 120° CA BTDC. For the latter 
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they observed that a fairly homogeneous mixture was formed 
throughout most of the combustion chamber at the time of 
ignition, but high local concentration existed under the injector 
side of the chamber. 
Multiple-split injection strategies in DI gasoline engines, i.e. 
delivering the fuel in two or more injection pulses within a 
cycle, have been found to enhance engine efficiency and 
moreover to reduce tailpipe emissions [30–35]. It is believed 
that a multiple-injection strategy could also optimise hydrogen 
mixing with in-cylinder air. For instance, if the hydrogen injector 
has nozzle(s) pointing towards the spark plug, the last injection 
pulse could ensure the existence of ‘sufficient’ fuel in the 
vicinity of the spark plug at the time of ignition. However, 
studies on multiple injections in DI hydrogen engines are very 
limited in the literature. One of the authors of the current paper 
has conducted experimental studies on a double-pulse DI 
injection strategy for spark ignition (SI) and homogeneous 
charge compression ignition (HCCI) hydrogen engines [12, 35]. 
It was noticed that with a double-pulse injection strategy at full 
load, the flame was less distorted on a macro-scale than with a 
single-pulse injection strategy. However, it was not clear 
whether this was a flow-field effect from the momentum 
exchange between the hydrogen jets and the in-cylinder air or 
a fuel concentration effect. 
Hydrogen Combustion Modelling 
With reference to conventional IC engines, combustion can be 
categorized in two different modes, a non-premixed mode or 
diffusion flame combustion in diesel engines, and a premixed 
mode with propagation flame combustion in PFI SI gasoline 
engines. However, DISI engines with extensive fuel 
stratification extended the premixed mode to partially-premixed 
flame propagation. Concerning hydrogen-fuelled DISI engines, 
both premixed and partially-premixed combustion modes may 
exist depending on injection timing. Specifically, early injection 
can lead to pre-mixed flame propagation, whilst late injection to 
mixture stratification and partially-premixed combustion.  
To computationally study the combustion stroke of an IC 
engine cycle the numerical code must simultaneously solve the 
flow equations and resolve the chemistry reactions. A detailed 
approach to account for chemistry is to couple the set of 
complex chemistry reactions with the computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) solver [36–38]. This method can be 
computationally very expensive and normally requires a 
considerable amount of CPU time. The other approach is to 
substitute the actual chemical reactions by different types of 
theoretical relations mainly based on the ‘flamelet’ assumption 
[39]. For the latter, the chemical time-scale is considered short 
in comparison to that of convection and diffusion, hence, 
combustion is assumed to occur within asymptotically thin 
layers embedded in the domain [39, 40]. Various turbulent 
combustion modelling techniques have been developed based 
on the flamelet concept such as the coherent flame model 
(CFM) [41, 42], extended and modified CFM models [44, 45], 
and fractal flame model (FFM) [42]. In CFM the flame surface 
area is defined by a balance equation which describes the 
transport of the flame surface by the turbulent flow field and 
other physical mechanisms involved. However, the preliminary 
CFM formulation was just able to model premixed combustion. 
Therefore, the extended CFM (ECFM) model and other 
advanced versions of CFM have been developed to make the 
model capable of solving combustion in highly stratified 
mixtures, i.e. partially-premixed combustion. The FFM model 
uses the concept of fractal geometry to account for wrinkling of 
the flame surface by the turbulence; moreover, it considers the 
flame strain imposed by the turbulent eddies [42]. With respect 
to combustion modelling in hydrogen engines, most previous 
studies have not considered resolving the full chemistry but, 
instead, they have used modelling techniques primarily based 
on the CFM model and the laminar flame concept [45–50]. A 
few computational studies have used detailed chemical 
reactions in hydrogen-fuelled IC engines but only for HCCI 
applications or diesel-type cycles [36–38, 51–55]. 
Present Contribution 
Very few computational studies have been conducted on 
mixture formation and, particularly, combustion in hydrogen-
fuelled IC engines, using various injection strategies. Former 
computational work by the current authors using both RANS 
and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) [29] focused primarily on 
mixture formation in a boosted hydrogen-fuelled IC engine for 
different injection pressures and equivalence ratios. The 
present work aims to understand further the mixture formation 
in the same hydrogen engine geometry to that used in [29] but 
under low-load operation and with different injection strategies. 
Furthermore, the current work investigates the in-cylinder 
combustion process. The objectives of the work were set on 
the basis of RANS modelling and can be summarized as 
follows: 
 Investigation of the effect of injection timing and injection 
pressure on in-cylinder mixture formation with a single-
pulse injection strategy.  
 Study of the effect of a double-pulse injection strategy on 
the mixture formation and hydrogen concentration at 
ignition timing. 
 Study of the combustion process using a detailed complex 
chemistry reaction approach using single and double-
pulse injection strategies.  
Computational Methodology 
Modelling Approach 
Within the goals of the current work computational modelling 
was conducted by means of the STAR-CCM+ code [56]. The 
code support both coupled and segregated finite volume 
solvers. The coupled model solves the conservation equations 
for mass, momentum, and energy simultaneously using a 
pseudo-time-marching approach, whereas, the segregated 
model solves the flow equations in a sequential manner. In 
previous publications of the current authors the capability of 
the coupled solver was used and validated for high pressure 
hydrogen injection studies, including prediction of the near-
nozzle shock structures [57, 58]. The coupled configuration is 
desirable for modelling high-pressure hydrogen injection 
processes due to its relatively higher accuracy in resolving 
compressible flows; however, it requires a very small time-step 
for transient simulations that involve dynamic grids, especially 
for engine flows. Therefore, for the scope of the current work 
and the requirement to model the piston’s motion and 
hydrogen injection, the segregated solver was employed. 
However, both solvers have been tested by the authors for 
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hydrogen injection and mixing processes and satisfactory 
agreement has been observed between them on grids with 
resolution similar to that of the current paper.  
In addition to the continuity equation, the Navier-Stokes 
equations and the energy equation, the code solves transport 
equations for each one of the species involved. For N species, 
N-1 transport equations are solved; the mass fraction of the N
th
 
component is defined by the restriction that the total mass 
fraction must be unity [58]. 
The simulations conducted in the current work involved three 
main processes, hydrogen injection, hydrogen-air mixing, and 
combustion. Turbulence was modeled by means of a RANS 
turbulence model; in particular the two-equation SST k-ω 
model proposed by Menter [59] was used. This specific 
turbulence model was used because it has been shown to be 
able to resolve the characteristics of under-expanded rounded 
jets in a relatively accurate manner and also to avoid some 
compressibility related issues [60–61].  
The combustion process was resolved by coupling the CFD 
solver to a detailed chemistry solver (DARS, Digital Analysis of 
Reactive Systems) [62]. DARS considered 19 reversible 
elementary kinetic reactions for hydrogen as presented in [53] 
(included in the appendix). Various detailed kinetics schemes 
for hydrogen oxidization have been suggested that often differ 
by the number of reactions and their rate constants [65–69]. 
The DARS detailed chemistry used in the current work was 
based on H2–O2 chemical reaction with nitrogen as the main 
bath gas.  
The DARS solver used the operator splitting algorithm [68] in 
order to decouple the general species transport equation 
(equation 1) from the flow field equations and obtain a set of 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs). This algorithm 
considered different time scales for the chemical reactions and 
the flow field. To make sure that the flow field can be 
decoupled from the chemical reactions it is necessary to keep 
a low Courant number during the combustion process. This 
means that the use of a considerably small time-step is crucial. 
The time-step should be adjusted based on the general flow 
characteristics and the level of turbulence involved.  
In the current study the formation of NOx was not considered 
since it has been shown that for the equivalence ratio used, 
Φ=0.5, the formation of NOx is very small and can be 
neglected [21]. However, for richer mixtures, NOx levels 
increase drastically and an extra chemistry model, such as the 
Zeldovich NOx approach [21, 45, 69] needs to be implemented 
into the detailed kinetic reactions of table 1.  
The ignition energy provided by the spark plug was simulated 
by increasing the temperature in a spherical volume with radius 
of r=1 mm at the location where the spark gap would exist and 
the spark plasma would be initiated. The spark duration was 
considered to be 10 °CA. No other submodels were 
implemented to simulate the spark ignition process due to the 
broadly unknown processes and transient effects in the vicinity 
of the spark electrodes (including heat losses, etc.).  
Simulation Setup  
The engine geometry in which the current computational work 
was performed on corresponds to one cylinder of a 4-cylinder 
2-liter engine. The structure and characteristics of the in-
cylinder flow for this engine have been studied extensively 
previously by means of optical experiments and CFD; e.g. see 
[70]. Table 1 summarizes some important geometrical and 
operational characteristics of the engine. For the current work, 
a special automated methodology was employed to account for 
piston and valve motion throughout the cycle while preserving 
the grid quality within acceptable thresholds. The details of the 
dynamic mesh methodology developed by the current authors 
can be found in reference [29]. First a CFD simulation was 
performed to study the gas-exchange phase, intake stroke and 
early compression stroke. Then the calculated flow field, state 
variables, and turbulence parameters were used to start the 
simulation for each injection strategy from the respective SOI. 
The simulations were conducted using second-order schemes 
for both temporal and spatial discretisation. 
Table 1. Engine specifications and operating conditions. 
Engine Head  4-valve Pentroof 
Piston Shape Flat  
Bore [mm] × Stroke [mm] 82.5 × 88.9 
Connecting Rod [mm] 165.2 
Injection System  DI Multi-Hole 
Compression Ratio 9.8:1 
Engine Speed [RPM] 1000 
Intake Pressure [bar] 0.5 
Valve Timings [°CA ATDC] IVO: 695, IVC: 235 
Injection Timing [°CA ATDC] 
Single Pulse: 240, 280 
Double Pulse: 260 & 310 
Injection Pressure [bar] 35, 70 
Ignition Timing [°CA ATDC] 345 
 
In order to resolve the complex shapes of the engine geometry 
and the injector nozzles a hybrid grid was employed. 
Particularly, hexahedral cells were used to resolve the piston’s 
swap volume whereas polyhedral cells were employed for the 
pent-roof volume and the injector nozzles. In total 500 K 
polyhedral elements and 1.1 M hexahedral cells (at 235 °CA 
ATDC) resolved the geometry and formed the discretized 
computational domain. Through the dynamic mesh 
methodology the polyhedral part of the grid remained fixed 
(since no valve motion occurred during the injection and 
combustion processes) and only the hexahedral grid of the 
swap volume was replaced at certain intervals. Figure 1 
illustrates the engine geometry and the computational grid. It 
has been reported that, for the injection pressures used in the 
current work, choked conditions exist at the nozzle exit (Ma=1), 
followed by a shock-containing under-expanded jet after the 
nozzle exit [27, 29, 57–58]. Certain grid resolutions need to be 
employed near the nozzle exit and the nozzle volume in order 
to capture the sonic characteristics of such under-expanded 
jets [57]. However within the objectives of the current work a 
compromise was reached between the grid resolution and the 
computational cost. In particular, polyhedral cells with size of 
0.02 mm were fitted inside the nozzle volume and the volume 
close to the nozzle exit. The cell size then gradually increased 
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to a maximum size of 0.7 mm. Further information on the near 
nozzle resolution is provided in a later section. 
A multi-hole injector with stepped nozzle geometry was used 
for the present work. The injector had a 6-hole arrangement 
that consisted of two groups of 3 asymmetric holes and was 
mounted with a 45° inclination on the intake side between the 
two intake valves as shown in Figure 1. According to previous 
experimental work with this injector and hydrogen fuelling [12, 
22] it was decided to adopt the injector orientation with the two 
sets of plumes pointing upwards towards the pentroof. The 
orientation of each injector hole was set on the basis of angles 
measured from gasoline spray images acquired with this 
injector [71]. Building on previous computational work 
conducted for the stepped nozzles of this injector [29], it was 
assumed that the flow was choked at the inner hole of the 
stepped nozzle with diameter of 0.2 mm. 
In total four simulations of hydrogen injection/mixing and two 
simulations of combustion were conducted. Injection 
simulations included various combinations of two injection 
pressures, 35 and 70 bar and three injection strategies, 
specifically early injection soon after IVC with SOI=240° CA 
ATDC, double-pulse injection with SOI=260° and 310° CA 
ATDC, as well as a later injection with SOI=280° CA ATDC. 
Injection durations of 56° CA and 28° CA were selected for 
injection pressures of P0=35 bar and P0=70 bar, respectively, 
in order to establish a global in-cylinder equivalence ratio of 
Φ=0.5. All the test cases are summarized in table 2.  
It needs to be clarified here that these injection simulations 
were set up on the basis of previous experimental work by one 
of the co-author of this paper [12]. Specifically, that work 
employed a hydrogen engine of the same air volume capacity 
to that used in the current study, along with the side injector 
geometry that was selected for the simulations of the present 
work. According to those experiments, although the nominal 
injection pressure was P0=70 bar, the injector required longer 
injection duration to deliver the expected theoretical amount of 
hydrogen for =0.5 (based on isentropic relations [72] and the 
assumption of chocked condition at the inner hole of the 
stepped injector). In particular, to match =0.5 with that longer 
duration, a value of P0=35 bar was calculated as the mean 
‘effective’ injection pressure. It is worth noting here that, Yu et 
al [73] conducted a series of experimental studies on under-
expanded jets issued from a gaseous fuel injector and 
concluded that as a result of compressibility effects and 
injector losses the operative injection pressure could build up 
gradually and reach its nominal value after several ms from 
SOI. Therefore, in the current study two different injection 
pressures of constant 35 bar and 70 bar were compared for 
the same SOI of 280° CA ATDC. The double-pulse injection 
SOIs were also obtained from [12]. It is worth clarifying further 
that the boundary condition of fixed injection pressure used 
here essentially represented a constant rate of injection (ROI). 
The mass flow rate of a real injector normally has a ramped 
profile due to needle actuation delays. Scarcelli et al [27] 
investigated the effect of different arbitrary profiles of nozzle 
mass flow rate on the mixing process in DI hydrogen engines. 
It was shown that ROI can have a significant effect on the 
hydrogen jet and mixing characteristics. However, in the 
current work it was purposely decided to fix the injection 
pressure at two values of 70 bar and 35 bar to represent a 
constant rate and decouple any injector delay effects. This 
decision was based on the aforementioned work of [73] that 
demonstrated ‘pressure building’ effects during injection. 
A time step of 0.1° CA was selected for the intake and 
compression strokes before the start of injection. For the 
hydrogen injection process, all simulations started with a time 
step of 0.01° CA and then the time step was gradually 
increased to 0.05° CA. For the combustion stage, as discussed 
earlier, in order to assure decoupling of the operator splitting 
algorithm, the time step had to be reduced from 0.05° CA down 
to 0.01° CA again. Considering that wall heat transfer 
processes were not of direct interest to the objectives of the 
current work, an adiabatic no-slip condition was adopted at all 
walls. At the nozzle exits a stagnation condition was applied. 
The level of turbulence at the nozzle exits was defined on the 
basis of previous studies by the current authors on under-
expanded hydrogen jets issued from circular nozzles [29, 59]. 
A total temperature of T0=300 K was adopted for the hydrogen 
gas upstream of the nozzle exit (i.e. stored in the fuel tank).  
Table 2. Different test cases examined in the present study. 
Test 
case 
Injection 
Pulse 
Injection 
Pressure [bar] 
Injection 
Duration [°CA] 
SOI [°CA] 
Ignition Timing 
[°CA ATDC] 
1 Single 70 28 240 345 
2 Single 70 28 280 Not Ignited 
3 Double 70 18, 10 260, 310 345 
4 Single 35 56 280 Not Ignited 
 
Figure 1. (a) Engine geometry, (b) Cross section of the hybrid grid on 
the vertical tumble plane, (c) Orientation of the multi-hole injector 
nozzles with the nominal fuel injection patterns. 
Validation  
A certain set of experimental data were available from optical 
diagnostics work at UCL’s lab in the DISI engine under study 
here, as well as in a second optical DISI engine of same 
capacity to that used here, with the same injector to the one 
used here but with slightly different pentroof angle and lower 
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compression ratio. Specifically, PIV data from the engine under 
study here were available for motoring conditions at 1500 
RPM, low-load operation (0.5 bar inlet plenum pressure). 
These data have been presented in [70] and discussed with 
respect to CFD simulations using a coarser grid of ~1 million 
cells with k- and k- RNG turbulence models. That CFD study 
also used adiabatic walls but employed a methodology to 
account effects related to ‘blowby’ and heat losses, typical of 
optical engines. The second optical engine was also run at low 
load conditions of 0.5 bar, but at 1000 RPM in firing mode 
using side hydrogen injection via the injector nozzle geometry 
employed here (6 ‘stepped’ holes) [12, 22]. This work allowed 
quantification of the flame’s growth and centroid motion via 
high-speed imaging, as well as heat release analysis from in-
cylinder pressure records. This is the main reason why the 
simulations of the current study were at 1000 RPM, 0.5 bar. 
In order to provide validation of the in-cylinder airflow 
predictions of the current methodology, a simulation test case 
was carried out at 1500 RPM, 0.5 bar inlet pressure to 
compare with the PIV data and CFD simulations of [70]. 
Adiabatic walls were used but no ‘blowby’ was modelled since 
the primary focus was on the intake stroke and up to intake 
valve closure. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the prediction of 
airflow motion on the current denser hexahedral grid (than of 
[70] at 230°CA ATDC, i.e. close to inlet valve closure, with the 
PIV data area marked by the red square. The velocity scales 
are the same for direct comparison and good agreement is 
observed. The reader may refer to [70] for comparison with the 
earlier denser grid and PIV data at other crank angles. 
 
Figure 2. Comparison between the current RANS and PIV [70]. 
Simulations of the airflow were then repeated at 1000 RPM up 
to inlet valve closure. The results were used as initial condition 
for the hydrogen injection simulations, utilising also the denser 
polyhedral area of cells in the pentroof (described earlier). Grid 
dependency studies were also performed and before selecting 
the grid employed for the objectives of the current paper but 
the results are not elaborated on here for brevity [74]. 
Regarding combustion, validation of the flame growth 
predictions was only possible qualitatively by comparing with 
the flame imaging data obtained in the second optical engine 
at UCL that had been run with hydrogen at the conditions of 
the current study [12, 22]. This is discussed further in the 
results section. It is also noted that further comparisons of the 
predictions of the present work are made with optical data and 
simulations from other DISI engines in the literature, namely 
[24, 25, 75]. However, these comparisons were only possible 
on a qualitative basis since the engine geometries, engine 
speeds, etc. have been different amongst different authors. 
Finally, it is noted that a large body of predictions of the 
hydrogen injection process has been recently published by the 
current authors where the effect of grid resolution was 
addressed for straight and stepped injector nozzles using 
RANS and LES [29]. Employing similar resolution to [29, 57] 
(of the order 0.01 mm in grid spacing inside the nozzle and at 
the nozzle exit) in order to examine the structure of the under-
expanded hydrogen jets for all 6 nozzle holes, and their 
interaction, would mean that many tens of million cells would 
have to be used, which made the exercise impractical. 
Nevertheless, the grid density employed was sufficient to 
capture the existence of the Mach disk and supersonic jet 
characteristics behind it. Figure 3 shows the relevant 
characteristics of one of the 6 stepped nozzle holes of the 
injector under study. It is seen that the step restricts the Mach 
disk width in comparison to what would be expected for simple 
orifices, as has been discussed in detail on denser grid in [29, 
57]. The reader is also guided to the recent publication of [27] 
where the near-nozzle resolution was similar to that of the 
current study and where comparisons between RANS and 
visualisation of the hydrogen injection process and mixture 
formation by schlieren and planar laser induced fluorescence 
demonstrated good agreement. 
 
Figure 3. Mach contours near a nozzle hole of the multi-hole injector. 
Results and Discussion  
In-Cylinder Mixture Formation  
Comparisons between spatial mole fraction (χ) of hydrogen for 
the different test cases of table 2 are presented in figures 4 
and 5. It is clear that retarding the injection timing resulted in 
relatively lower penetration of the injected hydrogen jets in 
figure 4. This is due to the existence of a higher in-cylinder 
pressure during the late injection timings which reduced the 
nozzle pressure ratio (ratio of the nozzle upstream total 
pressure to the cylinder static pressure) and consequently 
decreased the jet penetration [76]. In particular, as shown in 
figure 4, on the vertical tumble plane at 1° CA ASOI the case 
with P0=70 bar and SOI=240° CA ATDC showed a higher jet 
penetration by about 15% and 30% in comparison to the cases 
with same injection pressure but with SOI of 260° CA and 280° 
CA ATDC, respectively. Furthermore, it is also clear that for the 
single-injection cases with SOI=280° CA ATDC, the lower 
injection pressure of P0=35 bar resulted in a lower jet 
penetration by about 20% than that of P0=70 bar. Figure 4 also 
shows that after 1° CA and 2° CA ASOI for the two jets with 
P0=70 bar and 35 bar, respectively, the issuing jets seem to 
‘adhere’ to the convex surface of the engine’s pentroof head. 
This has been attributed to the Coanda effect by [77]. This 
effect can potentially enhance the mixing process by 
increasing the entrainment rate of the in-cylinder air [77]. 
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Figure 4. Mole fraction (X) of hydrogen on the vertical tumble plane for different crank angles ASOI. 
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Figure 5. Mole fraction (X) of hydrogen on the vertical tumble and horizontal (10 mm below the fire face) planes. 
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The mixing process up to the end of injection (EOI) is 
presented in figure 5. It should be reminded that for the case 
with P0=35 bar, the injection duration was 56° CA. It was found 
that for SOI=240° CA ATDC the in-cylinder hydrogen cloud 
started forming a ‘tumble-like’ motion from around 15° CA 
ASOI. At EOI, hydrogen was mixed with air over about two 
thirds of the chamber’s volume. At this point the majority of the 
mixture had a hydrogen mole fraction in the range 0.25–0.3.  
For the double-pulse strategy it was found that for the first 
pulse, from about 18° CA ASOI, the in-cylinder hydrogen cloud 
started exhibiting a tumble-like motion similar to that mentioned 
for the single-pulse case with SOI=240° CA ATDC. However, 
due to the lower jet penetration and shorter injection pulse, this 
tumble motion was relatively weaker. It is also observed that at 
the beginning of the second injection pulse, the hydrogen 
delivered by the first pulse has already mixed with almost all 
the air inside the chamber and its mole fraction ranged 
between 0.2–0.3. It was also found that the tumble motion 
created by the first pulse fanned out the hydrogen from the 
exhaust to the intake side of the chamber. The second pulse 
produced a relatively inhomogeneous final mixture when 
compared to the mixture at EOI produced by the single pulse 
early injection strategy of SOI=240° CA ATDC.  
For the injection strategy with SOI=280° CA ATDC and P0=70 
bar it was found that the hydrogen cloud did not produce a 
complete tumble and the motion was distorted after impinging 
on the piston crown. This can potentially halt the hydrogen 
circulation from the exhaust side towards the intake side and 
leave a large amount of hydrogen in the vicinity of the exhaust 
quenching zone. However, due to the smaller engine volume at 
EOI of this injection strategy (when compared to the early 
injection strategy with SOI=240° CA ATDC), hydrogen seems 
to have propagated further towards the intake side.  
For the case of SOI=280° CA ATDC with P0=35 bar it was 
observed that within 28° CA ASOI, the hydrogen cloud that had 
reflected off the liner started to impinge onto the piston crown. 
At this time a relatively weak circulation region was formed 
under the exhaust side. The injection duration for this case was 
56° CA and the effect is investigated in more detail later in the 
paper. 
The effect of the different injection strategies on the in-cylinder 
pressure is presented in figure 6 (no combustion modelled). 
This figure also contains the simulated motoring engine 
pressure without fuelling for direct comparison. It was found 
that the hydrogen injection process increased the in-cylinder 
pressure well over that of the motoring conditions without 
injection. Specifically, a higher peak in-cylinder pressure was 
observed than motoring by 27.5%, 23.2%, 22.0%, and 19.5% 
for the cases with SOI=240° CA ATDC, double-pulse injection, 
SOI=280° CA ATDC with P0=70 bar, and SOI=280° CA ATDC 
with P0=35 bar, respectively. A similar pattern to that in figure 4 
has also been observed experimentally by our group [12, 35]. 
This pressure rise is not due to the high pressure of the 
injection process; the hydrogen jet at such high pressures is 
expanded through a big normal shock forming a Mach disk and 
its pressure reaches the in-cylinder pressure after a very tiny 
distance (3–5 nozzle diameters) from the nozzle exit [57]. It is 
simply a thermodynamic effect of the large hydrogen mass 
added to the system. According to Dalton’s law for gaseous 
mixtures, the pressure of a mixture of gases is equal to the 
sum of the partial pressures of the individual mixture species. 
Applying Dalton’s law to the ideal gas equation of state showed 
that the pressure of the in-cylinder mixture with injection should 
theoretically be ~1.2 times greater than that of the non-injected 
engine motoring condition. However, different strategies 
showed a different rise and peak of the in-cylinder pressure. 
This was the effect of the different SOI timings applied. 
Specifically, the calculated 20% rise in pressure referred to a 
mixture that contained the total amount of the injected 
hydrogen whilst in practice the hydrogen was gradually added 
to the chamber from different SOI timings. 
The earlier the SOI, the earlier the deviation of the in-cylinder 
pressure from that of engine motoring. This can be seen 
clearly in figure 6. In particular, the fastest and slowest rise in 
pressure were for the cases with SOI=240° CA and SOI=280° 
CA ATDC, respectively. However, slightly lower pressure rise 
was noticed for the case with P0=35 bar than the case with 
P0=70 for similar SOI. This was because the total amount of 
hydrogen was introduced into the cylinder faster for the case of 
P0=70 bar and the remaining upward motion of the piston past 
EOI led to higher peak in-cylinder pressure at TDC. The 
simulated peak pressure during motoring was ~10.1 bar. This 
value is in agreement with thermodynamic compression 
calculations using simply the ratio of specific heats of 
hydrogen/air. However, it is about 15% higher than the peak 
pressure measured at motoring conditions in an optical engine 
of identical configuration in UCL’s lab [70]. This was expected 
because of the relevant heat transfer and ‘blowby’ processes 
purposely not modelled here to enable focus on differences 
related solely to the injection process. However, this is 
currently under study and will be reported in a future 
publication. It is also noted that pressure measurements at 
UCL in an optical engine of similar capacity to that employed 
here [12] have shown very similar differences between 
motoring and hydrogen DI fuelling in-cylinder pressure traces. 
Figure 6. Effect of different injection strategies on the in-cylinder 
pressure trace. 
The spatial variation of equivalence ratio Φ and also the 
velocity vectors at ignition timing are illustrated in figures 7 and 
8; these contours refer to the vertical central tumble plane in 
figure 7 and to a horizontal plane 4.2 mm above the engine fire 
face (5.8 mm below the spark location), respectively. For 
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SOI=240° CA ATDC it was noticed that a relatively 
homogeneous mixture was produced. The equivalence ratio 
ranged from Φ=0.4 to Φ=0.55, with the majority of the domain 
being at an equivalence ratio very close to the global value of 
Φ=0.5. The highest value of Φ was located on the intake side 
within the quenching zone. This clearly shows that the tumble 
motion, produced by the impinging hydrogen ‘cloud’ (see figure 
5), distributed the hydrogen gas relatively homogeneously 
throughout the combustion chamber.  
Further quantitative comparisons are presented in Figure 9. 
This figure shows the distribution of equivalence ratio on a 
horizontal line running through the spark location from inlet to 
exhaust. With the early injection strategy of SOI=240° CA 
ATDC, the equivalence ratio around the spark plug was 
Φ=0.51, very close to its global value.  
In their experimental work, Kaiser and White [24] reported 
formation of a ‘quiet’ homogeneous mixture for early injection 
strategies with a 6-hole side-mounted injector, similar to what 
was observed in the present work. They used an injection 
duration of 50° CA for both their ‘intermediate’ strategy with 
SOI=270°CA ATDC and ‘late’ one with SOI=282.5° CA ATDC. 
At ignition timing, the richest mixture was located under the 
injector on the intake side of the engine. Similarly, in the 
present study, for the early injection strategy with SOI=240° CA 
ATDC and relatively longer injection duration than [24] (56° 
CA), it was noticed that although a quiet homogeneous mixture 
was also formed, the highest equivalence ratio at the ignition 
timing was located under the intake side (injector side) of the 
combustion chamber. This is also in a satisfactory agreement 
with the computational and experimental work of Messner et al 
[28]. Using a side mounted multi-hole injector with an early 
injection strategy (SOI = 240° CA ATDC) with 20° CA duration, 
Messner et al [28] observed a fairly homogeneous mixture 
throughout the combustion chamber at the time of ignition. 
Interestingly, Messner et al [28] also noticed that the highest 
concentration for the early injection strategy was located under 
the injector side of the chamber at the ignition timing (see 
figure 7). The strong tumble motion induced by the high 
momentum hydrogen jets is believed to play an important role 
in the location of the rich mixture zones. In fact this significant 
motion fans out the hydrogen cloud from the exhaust side of 
the chamber towards the intake side.  
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Figure 7. Distribution of equivalence ratio (Φ) and velocity vector field on the vertical tumble plane at ignition timing
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 Figure 8. Distribution of equivalence ratio (Φ) and velocity vector field on horizontal plane (4.2 mm above the fire face) at ignition timing.
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For the double-pulse injection strategy it was found that at 
igniting timing, within the majority of the intake side area of the 
chamber, the equivalence ratio was in the range Φ=0.47–0.55. 
However, the highest value of Φ was located within the intake 
quenching zone and was Φ=0.80. This is believed to be a 
result of the interaction between the tumble motion induced by 
the first injection pulse which fanned out the jets issued by the 
second pulse towards the intake side. The majority of the 
exhaust side of the engine was at an equivalence ratio within 
Φ=0.5–0.7. As shown in figure 9, the double injection strategy, 
led to an equivalence ratio at the spark plug location that was 
very close to that of the early single injection strategy with 
SOI=240° CA ATDC. 
For the injection strategy with SOI=280° CA ATDC and 
injection pressure P0=70 bar, significant mixture stratification 
was observed at ignition timing in figures 5 and 6. The 
equivalence ratio on the exhaust side of the engine ranged 
from Φ=0.65 to Φ=0.84, with the highest value of Φ residing 
within the exhaust quenching zone. In contrast, the 
equivalence ratio of the intake side of the chamber ranged 
from Φ=0.3 to values as low as Φ=0.01. The equivalence ratio 
at the spark plug location was Φ=0.28 as shown in figure 9. 
The highly stratified mixture produced by this injection strategy 
is believed to be an effect of the distortion of the tumble motion 
of the hydrogen cloud after impinging on the piston crown. This 
inhibited hydrogen motion towards the intake side; instead the 
hydrogen cloud was pushed by the piston and squeezed.  
A high level of mixture stratification was also noticed for the 
injection strategy with the same SOI of 280° CA ATDC but with 
P0=35 bar in figures 5 and 6. For P0=35 bar, the exhaust side 
of the chamber had significantly higher equivalence ratio than 
the intake side before ignition timing, similar to that shown at 
ignition timing for P0=70 bar in figure 7. However, due to the 
longer injection duration with P0=35 bar (56° CA in comparison 
to 28° CA for 70 bar), the rich mixture on the exhaust 
quenching zone gradually moved out and returned towards the 
center of the chamber. Consequently an equivalence ratio of 
Φ=0.5 formed in the exhaust quenching zone. The highest 
value, Φ=0.95, was located close to the center of the chamber 
in the vicinity of the piston crown. Figure 9 also demonstrates 
that with SOI=280° CA ATDC and P0=35 bar, an equivalence 
ratio of Φ=0.64 was present in the vicinity of the spark location 
(associated with the longer duration of this strategy). Salazar 
and Kaiser [25], using side-mounted multi-hole hydrogen 
injectors with SOI=280° CA ATDC and injection pressure of 
P0=80–116 bar, reported very similar mixture characteristics to 
the injection strategies with SOI=280° CA ATDC of the current 
work. In fact for SOI=280° CA ATDC they examined five 
different configurations of multi-hole injectors and concluded 
that unfavorable mixtures were produced by all those injectors. 
Similar to the current study, Salazar and Kaiser [25] noted that 
for single pulse intermediate SOI, the downward jet 
momentum, interacted with the piston crown and spread the 
hydrogen jet into the squish zone, as there was no sufficient 
time to penetrate towards the center of the chamber. 
Figures 7 and 8 also show the velocity vectors on the same 
vertical and horizontal planes to those used for the equivalence 
ratio contours. For the case of single injection with SOI=240° 
CA ATDC, the double-pulse injection, and the single injection 
with SOI=280°CA ATDC with P0=35 bar, two vortices can be 
seen on the vertical plane. In contrast, for the strategy with 
SOI=280°CA ATDC and P0=70 bar, only one vortex has 
formed. 
For the injection with SOI=240° CA ATDC, interaction between 
the returning tumble (formed by the main part of the hydrogen 
jet) and the in-cylinder mixture in the quenching zone air, is 
believed to be the main cause of formation of the two vortices. 
For the double injection, the ‘tumble-like’ motion induced by the 
first pulse and the incoming motion from the second injection 
pulse, are also leading to double in-cylinder vortices. However, 
on this occasion the main central vortex is counter-rotating 
from exhaust to inlet (possibly forced into that direction by the 
piston’s late motion and restricted in-cylinder volume). For the 
injection strategy with P0=35 bar, 56° CA duration and 
SOI=280° CA ATDC, the central vortex is also counter-rotating; 
this can be due to the interaction of the returning flow formed 
by the early stages of injection with the flow formed in the 
center of the chamber during the final stages of injection. 
However, for the injection with SOI=280° CA ATDC and P0=70 
bar, the 28° CA injection duration and the short time available 
up to ignition led to a single vortex; this vortex is also counter-
rotating from exhaust to inlet. For the injection strategies with 
the two vortices, one of the vortices was typically located on 
the exhaust side close to the quenching zone. The location of 
the center for the second vortex though was different amongst 
strategies with more notable the occurrence of this in the 
vicinity of the spark location for P0=35 bar. 
The location and potential control of the second vortex may 
have a noticeable impact on the combustion characteristics 
and flame propagation pattern after ignition. As shown in 
figures 5 and 6 for both vertical and horizontal planes, the 
maximum velocity magnitude was typically 15 m/s for all cases 
except for the strategy with P0=35 bar and SOI=280° CA ATDC 
where a maximum velocity magnitude of 20 m/s was predicted. 
This is believed to be related to the longer injection duration 
and closer EOI to ignition timing than the other strategies. The 
velocity field on the horizontal plane was more complex than 
the field shown on the vertical plane. At least four vortices can 
be seen on the horizontal plane for all cases. A comparison 
between the snapshots of equivalence ratio and velocity 
vectors in figures 5 and 6 reveals that the hydrogen distribution 
inside the chamber is governed by the velocity field 
characteristics. A correlation can be observed between the 
mixture stratification and the gradient of the velocity magnitude 
throughout the chamber. 
It is also worth mentioning here that on the horizontal plane 
shown in figure 8, the velocity field and equivalence ratio are 
almost symmetric about the x axis (see figure 1). However a 
level of asymmetry can also be identified that is believed to be 
due to small differences in the velocity magnitude calculated 
for the under-expanded regions of the six nozzles. In particular, 
a small variation (even less than 1%) in the grid resolution can 
easily trigger the asymmetry. However in a real injector due to 
several challenging factors including different surface 
roughness of the nozzle holes, not precisely identical nozzle 
diameters, etc. even higher levels of velocity variation and 
asymmetry can be expected. For instance in the experimental 
optical study conducted by Kaiser and White [24] a 
considerably high degree of asymmetry was noticed in the flow 
field after the hydrogen injection event. 
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Figure 9. Equivalence ratio (Φ), velocity magnitude (U) and turbulent 
kinetic energy in the vicinity of the spark location at ignition timing (x-
axis). 
 
 
In addition to equivalence ratio, figure 9 shows the variation of 
the velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) on 
the same horizontal line running from inlet to exhaust and 
passing through the spark plug location. It can be seen that the 
early injection strategy with SOI=240° CA ATDC produced the 
highest velocity magnitude, U=11.2 m/s, at the location of the 
spark plug. However, the other injection strategies produced 
relatively lower velocities at the same location (U=2–3.5 m/s). 
This again is related to the effect of the returning tumble 
motion that was not produced in full by the other strategies. 
With respect to TKE, figure 9 shows that the injection strategy 
with SOI=280° CA ATDC and long injection duration (P0=35 
bar) produced the highest value of TKE=35 m
2
/s
2
. The lowest 
TKE among the injection strategies is associated with the 
double-pulse strategy. It can be said that long injection 
duration close to ignition timing would increase the turbulence 
level around the spark plug. Higher levels of turbulence would 
enhance the propagation rate of the flame throughout the 
chamber and could be used to optimize the combustion 
efficiency even for leaner mixtures. For the double injection 
strategy, although the EOI of the second pulse was relatively 
close to ignition timing (320° CA ATDC compared to 336° CA 
ATDC for SOI=280° CA ATDC and P0=35 bar), the small 
duration of the second pulse (10° CA) was not sufficient to 
form and maintain a high level of turbulence at ignition timing. 
The higher TKE in the vicinity of the spark location for the early 
injection strategy compared to the double-pulse strategy 
suggests that the relatively greater velocity magnitude of the 
tumble motion induced by the long early injection could as well 
enhance the level of turbulence. 
Similar to figure 9, the spatial variation of the velocity 
magnitude, velocity component in the horizontal, i.e. x, 
direction (Ux), and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) are presented 
in figure 10 but over a vertical line running from the spark plug 
location to the piston crown (y direction in figure 1). Figure 10 
essentially illustrates the profile of those quantities. The early 
injection strategy with SOI=240° CA ATDC shows again the 
highest velocity magnitude in the vicinity of the spark plug with 
U≈12 m/s at about 2 mm below the spark location. For the 
other strategies, the minimum velocity magnitude occurred in 
the vicinity of the spark plug whilst the maximum velocity 
occurred close to the center of the combustion chamber. The 
double-pulse injection, as well as the injection with SOI=280° 
CA ATDC and P0=70 bar, showed very similar trends in the 
velocity profile in figure 10. A relatively sharper gradient was 
noticed for the injection strategy with SOI=280°CA ATDC and 
P0=35 bar; the highest velocity magnitude of U≈18 ms was 
found at ~7 mm below the spark location.  
The profile of the velocity component in the x direction, Ux, 
shows in figure 10 that all strategies with P0=70 bar exhibited 
positive values. For P0=35 bar, from about 1 mm above the 
spark location the velocity component (Ux) started accelerating 
in the negative direction. This can have a significant effect on 
flame propagation. Similar to figure 9, the TKE plot of figure 10 
shows a noticeably higher level of turbulence in the vicinity of 
the spark location for the injection strategy with P0=35 bar and 
SOI=280° CA ATDC in comparison to the other strategies. 
Specifically, this is ~250% larger than the double-pulse 
strategy and ~135% larger than the strategies with P0=70 bar 
and SOI=240°CA ATDC or SOI=280° CA ATDC.  
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Figure 10. Velocity magnitude (U), velocity component in x direction 
(Ux) and turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the spark location at 
ignition timing (y-axis). 
Based on the results of this section, it may be concluded that 
the early injection strategy with SOI=240° CA ATDC is the 
ideal option for homogeneous mixture distribution at ignition 
timing. However, it produced low levels of turbulence at the 
spark location, unlike the injection with the longest injection 
duration (P0=35 bar, SOI=280° CA ATDC) that produce the 
highest TKE. In contrast, the long injection strategy led to an 
equivalence ratio of about Φ=0.60–Φ=0.75 at the location of 
the spark plug at the ignition timing. This could increase the 
NOx emissions. An ideal injection strategy should produce a 
relatively homogeneous mixture with high level of turbulence at 
the spark location at the ignition timing. This can be carried out 
using a double pulse strategy. The early pulse would produce 
a relatively homogeneous mixture at the beginning of the 
second pules. The later pulse must be fairly short in order to 
avoid producing a great degree of stratification; however it 
must be close enough to the ignition timing so as to maintain a 
high level of turbulence at the time of ignition. For instance, in 
order to maintain a global Φ=0.50 with P0=70 bar, an ideal 
injection strategy could be a double-pulse injection process 
with total duration of 28° CA, split in a first injection pulse of 
22° CA duration at about SOI=240° CA ATDC that would 
create a relatively homogeneous mixture with Φ≈0.4 just 
before the beginning of a second pulse with SOI=334° CA 
ATDC and 6° CA duration. The second pulse then could 
produce a mixture with Φ=0.50 and with appropriate level of 
turbulence at the vicinity of the spark plug. Obviously, further 
work is needed for more detailed analysis and optimization. 
Combustion Modelling  
In order to study the effect of injection strategy on combustion 
two combustion simulations were conducted in the current 
study, as detailed earlier. In particular, the mixture of the single 
pulse strategy with SOI=240° CA ATDC (56° CA duration), as 
well as that of the double-pulse strategy with SOI=260° CA 
ATDC (duration 18 °CA) and SOI=310° CA ATDC (duration 
10° CA) were ignited at 345° CA ATDC (i.e. 15° CA spark 
advance). The pattern of flame growth at different CA degrees 
after ignition timing (AIT) is presented in figure 11 on the 
vertical tumble plane and in figure 12 on two horizontal planes 
(4.2 and 10 mm above the engine’s fire face, or 5.8 mm below 
the spark location and at the spark location, respectively). 
Those contours are based on the mole fraction X of hydrogen; 
the area with XH2=0.0 demonstrates the burned gas, i.e. the 
shape of the enflamed area. 
It was observed that for both injection strategies after 1° CA 
the flame started penetrating towards the exhaust side of the 
chamber with noticeably higher rate compared to that on the 
intake side. At first instance it might be explained as a result of 
higher equivalence ratio on the exhaust side, particularly for 
the double-pulse injection. However, it is noted that the single-
pulse strategy showed even greater penetration rate towards 
the exhaust side despite the fact that this case had a more 
homogeneous mixture than the double-pulse strategy.  
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Figure 11. Flame growth at different CA degrees AIT on the vertical tumble and horizontal (10 mm above the fire face) planes.  
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Figure 12. Flame growth at different CA degrees AIT on horizontal 
plane (4.2 mm above fire face). 
In order to investigate the cause of the aforementioned flame 
characteristic, the difference in laminar burning velocities 
between the two cases was evaluated using the pressure and 
temperature at ignition timing. Laminar burning velocities are 
typically presented in the literature as follows:  
    (
 
  
)
  
(
 
  
)
  
  (1) 
where the subscript ‘0’ denotes reference conditions and 
parameters β1 and β2 depend on the equivalence ratio. Various 
values for the reference parameters of equation 5 have been 
suggested by several researchers for several fuels. Specifically 
for hydrogen there are only limited data at realistic in-cylinder 
conditions of temperature and pressure; the studies of [75] at 
365 K from 1–10 bar and of [78] at conditions of up to 80 bar 
and 950 K are noted here. Considering that the pressure at 
ignition timing in the current study was about 10 bar and the 
temperature about 660–695 K, using the correlations 
suggested by [78] the double injection strategy was associated 
with about 6% lower laminar burning velocity than the single 
injection strategy. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
differences in the velocity profile in the vicinity of the spark 
location played a more important role in the growth rate and 
direction of flame propagation than the local fuel concentration 
differences did. In particular, as shown in figures 7 and 8, the 
velocity magnitude for the single-pulse strategy was ~4 times 
higher than that of the double injection. However, from the 
profile of the velocity component in the x direction in figure 10 it 
is clear that for both injection strategies the direction of velocity 
was always towards the exhaust side. Additionally, noticeably 
higher flame growth rate is seen in figures 11 and 12 for the 
single-pulse injection in comparison to the double-pulse 
strategy.  
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For direct quantitative comparison of the flame growth process 
for the two cases, an ‘equivalent flame radius’ was defined. 
This followed practices used in experimental studies and 
corresponded to the radius of a sphere with identical volume to 
that of the 3D flame shape. The development of this equivalent 
radius in time, as well as its rate of growth (i.e. equivalent 
flame speed) is presented in figure 13. This figure shows 
clearly that the flame radius and flame speed was consistently 
higher for the single-pulse strategy than for the double-pulse. 
However, for both strategies a peak maximum flame speed of 
26–27 m/s can be observed. This maximum velocity is in very 
good agreement with the maximum growth speed of about 25 
m/s measured in an optical engine of same capacity and 
running conditions to that of the current engine geometry and 
at Φ=0.5 [22]. The maximum velocity in figure 13 occurs at 
about 2° CA AIT and 4° CA AIT for the single-pulse and 
double-pulse injection strategy, respectively. According to 
figure 9 it was at these crank angles that the flames started to 
interact with the wall of the combustion chamber, and/or piston 
crown; this may well be the reason behind the flame’s 
deceleration after those timings.  
The higher equivalent flame speed of the single-pulse strategy 
resulted in faster mass fraction burnt at specific timings than 
the double-pules strategy. Specifically, after 6° CA AIT it was 
found that 42% of the hydrogen mass had been burned for the 
single injection strategy and only 33% had been burned for the 
double-pulse strategy. Although at ignition timing both 
strategies had very similar in-cylinder pressures (within about 
0.3 bar), after 6° CA AIT the in-cylinder pressure had increased 
to 21.5 bar and 19.2 bar for the single and double-pulse 
strategy, respectively, i.e. a difference of about 12%. 
 
 
Figure 13. Equivalent flame radius and flame growth speed as function 
of CA degree AIT. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The present computational study investigated the mechanism 
of mixture formation and combustion in a hydrogen-fuelled 
engine under different injection strategies. Initially, the in-
cylinder flow field predictions prior to injection timing were 
validated against PIV data from an identical optical engine and 
good agreement was noted. The grid resolution for the 
injection event was selected by consultation of previous CFD 
work on under-expanded hydrogen jets by the current author 
and it was optimized to offer a balance in terms of 
computational cost. Two different injection timings, an early 
injection with SOI=240° CA ATDC (just after intake valve 
closure) and a retarded injection with SOI=280° CA ATDC 
were compared with 70 bar injection pressure. In addition, a 
strategy with SOI=280° CA ATDC an injection pressure of 35 
bar was investigated. Finally a double-pulse injection was 
employed, using SOI=260° CA ATDC (18° CA duration) and 
SOI=310° CA ATDC (10° CA duration). The studies were 
conducted in a pentroof engine with a 6-hole side injector 
running at 1000 RPM and with a global equivalence ratio of 
Φ=0.50. After evaluating the in-cylinder mixing phenomena, 
the combustion events of the single early injection strategy and 
of the double-pulse injection strategy were studied by detailed 
chemistry computations. The main conclusions of this work can 
be summarized as follows: 
 The early injection strategy with SOI=240° CA ATDC and 
70 bar produced relatively homogeneous mixture at 
ignition timing. This was the effect of a ‘tumble-like’ in-
cylinder motion that was induced by the hydrogen jets 
from the early stages of injection. However, with the same 
injection pressure but by using a later SOI of 280° CA 
ATDC, a mixture of relatively high degree of stratification 
was formed at ignition timing. For this case it was clear 
that the typical in-cylinder tumble motion of the pentroof 
geometry was eliminated by the hydrogen jetting process 
and the jet itself did not have enough time to recreate a 
tumble-like motion as the earlier injection strategy did. 
Therefore, the fuel was not distributed over the domain in 
full but it was forced by the piston on the exhaust side of 
the engine. 
 The flow field in the vicinity of the spark location was found 
to be highly dependent to the injection strategy. The early 
injection had the highest velocity magnitude in the spark 
area with U≈12 m/s.  
 The highest level of turbulent kinetic energy was predicted 
for the injection strategy with SOI=280° CA ATDC and 
injection pressure 35 bar. This is believed to be the effect 
of the relatively long injection duration of this strategy (56° 
CA compared to 28° CA for the other strategies) which led 
to an EOI very close to the ignition timing of 345 ° CA.  
 For a global Φ=0.50 with P0=70 bar, an optimum injection 
strategy might be a double injection process with total 
duration of 28° CA, split in a first injection pulse at about 
SOI=240° CA ATDC with of 22° CA duration that could 
create a relatively homogeneous mixture with Φ≈0.4 just 
before the beginning of a second pulse with SOI=334° CA 
ATDC and 6° CA duration. The second pulse could finally 
produce a mixture with Φ=0.50 in the vicinity of the spark 
plug but also with a high level of turbulence. 
 Regardless of injection strategy, the highest flame growth 
speed was found to be 26–27 m/s and occur within 2°–4° 
CA after ignition timing (the single injection was fastest to 
reach this peak). The growth speed decreased gradually 
after that and this correlated with flame-wall interaction 
phenomena. This was validated against experimental 
flame growth data obtained from a similar optical hydrogen 
engine at the same operating conditions. 
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 It was found that the flame speed and flame’s propagation 
direction were related by the velocity field at ignition 
timing. The impact of fuel stratification was found to be 
less dominant than the effect imposed by the velocity field. 
The existence of higher velocity magnitude at ignition 
timing for the single injection is believed to be the main 
reason of its faster flame growth than the double-pulse 
strategy.  
 Overall it was found that the injection strategy has a 
significant effect on the mixture’s homogeneity and 
stratification at ignition timing, but also on the velocity field 
and turbulence at ignition timing. There is great scope in 
optimization of the strategy for both mixture and flow-field 
control that will enable even very lean mixtures to be 
ignited. 
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Definitions/Abbreviations 
A Arrhenius pre-exponential 
factor 
AIT After ignition timing 
ATDC After top dead center 
ASOI After start of injection 
BTDC Before top dead center 
CA Crank angle 
CFD Computational fluid 
dynamics 
CFM Coherent flame model 
CO Carbon monoxide 
CO2 Carbon dioxide 
DARS Digital analysis of reaction 
systems 
DI Direct injection 
DISI Direct injection spark 
ignition 
Ea Arrhenius activation 
energy 
ECFM Extended coherent flame 
model 
EOI End of injection 
FFM Fractal flame model  
HCCI Homogeneous charge 
compression ignition 
IC Internal combustion 
IT Ignition timing 
k Turbulent kinetic energy 
K Arrhenius reaction rate 
Le Lewis number 
LES Large eddy simulation 
m Mass of species 
Ma Mach number 
n Arrhenius temperature 
exponent 
NOx Nitrogen oxide emissions 
ODE Ordinary differential 
equation 
P0 Total injection pressure 
PM Mixture pressure 
PFI Port fuel injection 
PM Particulate matter 
R Specific gas constant 
RANS Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes  
ROI Rate of injection 
S Equivalent flame speed 
SI Spark ignition 
SOI Start of injection 
T Temperature 
TM Mixture temperature 
TDC Top dead center  
TKE Turbulent kinetic energy 
UHC Unburned hydrogen 
carbon 
VM Mixture volume 
YN Mass fraction of the N
th
 
specie  
ρ Density 
ϕ Equivalence ratio 
χ Mole fraction 
ω turbulent dissipation 
ωN Rate of production of 
species N 
° Degree sign 
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Appendix 
 
Table 1. Detailed H2 – O2 reaction mechanism in N2 as the main bath gas. 
R Formulation 
Arrhenius coefficients for the forward reaction Arrhenius coefficients for the backward reaction 
A n Ea A n Ea 
1 H2 + O2 = OH + OH 1.700×10
13
 +0.000×10
00
 +1.999×10
02
 2.223×10
10
 +3.877×10
-01
 +1.202×10
02
 
2 H2 + OH = H2O + H 1.170×100
9
 +1.300×10
00
 +1.517×10
01
 7.980×10
10
 +9.726×10
-01
 +8.200×10
01
 
3 H + O2 = OH + O 2.000×10
14
 +0.000×10
00
 +7.029×10
01
 6.712×10
11
 +3.742×10
-01
 -1.190×10
00
 
4 O + H2 = OH + H 1.800×10
10
 +1.000×10
00
 +3.693×10
01
 7.014×10
09
 +1.014×10
00
 +2.866×10
01
 
5 H + O2 + Ma = HO2 + M
a
 2.100×10
18
 -1.000×10
00
 +0.000×10
00
 6.276×10
20
 -1.660×10
00
 +2.142×10
02
 
6 H + O2 + O2 = HO2 + O2 6.700×10
19
 -1.420×10
00
 +0.000×10
00
 2.002×10
22
 -2.080×10
00
 +2.142×10
02
 
7 H + O2 + N2 = HO2 + N2 6.700×10
19
 -1.420×10
00
 +0.000×10
00
 2.002×10
22
 -2.080×10
00
 +2.142×10
02
 
8 OH + HO2 = H2O + O2 5.000×10
13
 +0.000×10
00
 +4.184×10
00
 4.033×10
14
 +7.798×10
00
 +2.972×10
02
 
9 H + HO2 = OH + OH 2.500×10
14
 +0.000×10
00
 +7.950×10
00
 3.867×10
10
 +7.930×10
-01
 +1.544×10
02
 
10 O + HO2 = O2 + OH 4.800×10
13
 +0.000×10
00
 +4.184×10
00
 2.212×10
12
 +4.189×10
-01
 +2.221×10
02
 
11 OH + OH = O + H2O 6.000×10
08
 +1.300×10
0
 +0.000×10
00
 1.050×10
11
 +9.591×10
-01
 +7.510×10
01
 
12 H2 + Mb = H + H + M
b
 2.230×10
12
 +5.000×10
-01
 +3.874×10
02
 6.310×10
10
 +7.542×10
-01
 -5.301×10
01
 
13 O2 + M = O + O + M 1.850×10
11
 +5.000×10
-01
 +3.998×10
02
 4.508×10
07
 +1.115×10
00
 -1.038×10
02
 
14 H + OH + Mc = H2O + M
c
 7.500×10
23
 -2.600×10
00
 +0.000×10
00
 1.808×10
27
 -3.182×10
00
 +5.073×10
02
 
15 H + HO2 = H2 + O2 2.500×10
13
  0.000×10
00
 +2.929×10
00
 2.956×10
12
 +4.053×10
00
 +2.292×10
00
 
16 HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 + O2 2.000×10
12
  0.000×10
00
 +0.000×10
00
 5.131×10
13
 -1.776×10
-01
 +1.553×10
02
 
17 H2O2 + M = OH + OH + M 1.300×10
17
  0.000×10
00
 +1.904×10
02
 2.622×10
09
 +1.630×10
00
 -3.268×10
01
 
18 H2O2 + H = HO2 + H2 1.600×10
12
  0.000×10
00
 +1.590×10
01
 7.375×10
09
 +5.829×10
-01
 +8.682×10
01
 
19 H2O2 + OH = H2O + HO2 1.000×10
13
  0.000×10
00
 +7.531×10
00
 3.144×10
12
 +2.556×10
-01
 +1.453×10
02
 
 Unites are: [cm
3
 mol s cal K].  
 
a 
Efficiency factors for the third-body species (M) are: H2=3.3, N2=0.0, H2O=21, O2=0.0. 
 
b
 Efficiency factors for the third-body species (M) are: H=2, H2=3, H2O=6. 
 
c
 Efficiency factors for the third-body species (M) are: H2O=20. 
 Reaction constants are the Arrhenius rate constants and are used to obtain the reaction rate (K) as follows: 
        
   
  ⁄  
 
 
